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Abstract
Currently, osteochondral (OC) tissue engineering has become a potential treatment strategy in repairing chondral lesions and
early osteoarthritis due to the limited self-healing ability of cartilage. However, it is still challenging to ensure the integrity,
physiological function and regeneration ability of stratified OC scaffolds in clinical application. Biomimetic OC scaffolds
are attractive to overcome the above problems because of their similar biological and mechanical properties with native
OC tissue. As a consequence, the researches on biomimetic design to achieve the tissue function of each layer, and additive
manufacture (AM) to accomplish composition switch and ultrastructure of personalized OC scaffolds have made a remarkable
progress. In this review, the design methods of biomaterial and structure as well as computer-aided design, and performance
prediction of biopolymer-based OC scaffolds are presented; then, the characteristics and limitations of AM technologies and
the integrated manufacture schemes in OC tissue engineering are summarized; finally, the novel biomaterials and techniques
and the inevitable trends of multifunctional bio-manufacturing system are discussed for further optimizing production of
tissue engineering OC scaffolds.
Keywords Osteochondral tissue · Biomimetic scaffold · Additive manufacture · Integrated manufacture

Introduction
Cartilage defect is a common cause of disability in individuals over the age of 30, especially for the groups subjected to
high-strength exercises and weight-bearing work. Cartilage
defects accompanied by severe instability, pain and mobility
impairment are usually treated by various clinical therapies
from chondrocyte implantation, autograft/allograft implantation, bone marrow simulation to microfracture, etc. [1–4].
However, these therapeutic approaches are generally limited
by poor postoperative repair, such as fibro cartilage forming, high morbidity of donor site and inferior durability of
prosthetics. The neo cartilage with dysfunction caused by
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inadequate treatment may even develop into repeated OA, a
prevalent degenerative disorder worldwide. It is estimated
that 10% of men and 18% of women over 60 years old are to
be severely affected by OA [5].
The self-repairing capacity of cartilage is limited by
its avascular nature, low metabolic activity, less progenitor cells and growth factors within the dense extracellular
matrix (ECM) [6], which further results in the slow integration between cartilage graft and host bed/underlying subchondral bone; during the repair process of tissue, such poor
interface significantly affect the stability of host bed surface
which ultimately accounts for the failure of transplantation.
As a consequence, due to the rich blood supply, nerves and
lymphatics in subchondral bone, more attention has been
given to OC scaffolds for accelerating interface integrity
and cartilage regeneration [7]. The load-bearing OC tissue,
possessing a depth-wise transitional structure, is composed
of hyaline cartilage (superficial, middle and deep), calcified
cartilage and underlying subchondral bone [8]. The gradients
of cell phenotype and its associated ECM composition of
OC tissue cooperatively modulate cellular fate, which results
in naturally varying physiological functionality along distinct tissue regions [9, 10]: hyaline cartilage composed of
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water, collagen II, glycosaminoglycans (GAG), buffers the
external forces and reduces friction during the motion of
skeletal system; subchondral bone with the principal ECM
constituents of collagen I and hydroxyapatite (HA) provides
mechanical and structural support; calcified cartilage containing HA and collagen II plays a unique role in maintaining the structural continuity [11] and separating cartilage
and subchondral bone [12].
The heterogeneous composition and stratified architecture
of OC scaffolds are initially realized using traditional manufacturing processes, such as polymeric extraction, particulate
leaching, gas foaming, mold casting and phrase separation
and freeze-drying, etc. However, OC scaffolds need to be
developed to synchronously satisfy the requirements of distinct cell populations [13], and the requirement of temporary
mechanical properties and biodegradability to avoid stress
shielding phenomenon [14]. Here, it is necessary to ensure
the precise contour, mechanical gradient and differing biological properties of OC scaffolds. The accurate imitation
of natural OC tissue and processing of suitable bone biomaterials are becoming dramatic challenges encountered by
traditional preparation methods of OC reparative scaffolds
[15]. In this case, AM technologies have received considerable attention in bone tissue engineering (BTE) because
of their professionalism in fabricating the patient-specific
bone scaffolds [16] related to chemical components, regeneration ability and mechanical properties [17]. Moreover,
computer-aided design has been rapidly developed in order
to optimize OC scaffolds with reduced design period and
experimental cost. In view of processability, flexibility and
cost-effectiveness, polymer-based biomaterials with good
biodegradability and biocompatibility [18] have drawn our
attention, particularly polymer-based nanocomposites due to
the presence of inorganic nHA crystals in bone.
In this review, we summarize research progresses in
biomimetic design of polymer-based OC scaffolds, and the
application of finite element (FE) method is described as an
aided design approach. Then, we concentrate on the manufacturing strategies of OC scaffolds based on AM technologies. Finally, aiming at simplifying the process and solving
the existing problems, we analyze the research trend of OC
scaffolds in BTE to meet the clinical application standards.

Biomimetic design of OC scaffolds
Physicochemical properties (inner structure, porosity, elastic
modulus, hydrophobicity and degradation) of BTE scaffolds
are considered crucial in cell behavior and tissue regeneration; specifically, the potential biological functions of scaffolds are mainly reflected by the differentiation of stem cells
which depends on the microstructure, mineral contents and
mechanical properties of scaffolds [19]. The research focus
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gradually shifts to biomimetic OC scaffolds which provide
favorable microenvironments for tissue repair related to bioactivity, stratified microstructure, cell migration and suppression of endochondral angiogenesis [20]. The key attributes of native OC tissue are generally incorporated into the
biomimetic design of scaffolds, wherein calcified cartilage
layer, a highly mineralized OC interface (≤ 100 microns),
plays a critical role in repairing OC defects and the evolution of OA [21]. OC interface with unique composition and
architecture is also essential to ensure overall function of
OC scaffolds since while transferring outer forces, it would
undergo 4 orders of modulus mutation and prevent lateral
strains [4]. Biomimetic OC scaffolds are promising to consider the above characteristics, while advanced techniques
are still in need to optimize the design process involving
time-/money-consuming, iterative fabrication and assemble
procedure. Biomechanical and bioactive properties of biomimetic OC scaffolds can be estimated via FE analysis, and the
analysis process is further modified to match the experiment
results. Based on the ISO standard of clinical implants, the
relatively optimal design which ensures the regional characteristics and interface stability of OC scaffolds will be
obtained from a series of FE iterative analysis.

Material design of OC scaffolds
Apart from the scaffold body which allows for cell proliferation, ECM interaction and deposition [22], the biomaterial
within the scaffold also provides the significant biological
clues of metabolic activity and tissue development. It has
been proved that the surficial characteristics, and rigidity
and composition of polymer materials substantially regulate
the cell interactions with scaffolds [23, 24]. Thus, scaffold
materials, especially functionalized composites, are urgently
to be developed to assist the spatial specific reactions of cells
within scaffolds [25]. Table 1 combs design concepts of different material combinations for constructing polymer-based
OC scaffolds.
Polymer‑based biomaterials
Synthetic polymer biomaterials with superior mechanical
behavior, including poly lactic acid (PLLA), poly lactic coglycolic acid (PLGA), polycaprolactone (PCL) and polyurethane (PU), are suitable for preparing macroporous OC
scaffolds which enhance cell migration and the diffusion of
cellular waste and nutrients. However, such macroporous
OC scaffolds are not conducive to in vitro/vivo culture for
regeneration of OC tissue because of the material characteristics including slow degradation rates, harmful degradation products and lack of reactive ligands and biological
cues [26], and the rapid diffusion of nutrients caused by
macropores under outer pressure. Hydrogel biomaterials,
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Table 1  Biomaterial combinations for different types of polymer-based OC scaffolds
Types

Natural polymer matrix materials

Synthetic polymer matrix materials

Bioactive additives

Literatures

Stratified scaffolds

Cartilage layer: CS
Bone layer: CS
Cartilage layer: SA, CS

–

[42]

–

Bone layer: SA
Interface layer: SA
–
–
Silk fibroin
Agarose

Interface layer: GelMA
Interface layer: SO-BHET-based polymer
PEGDA
–
–

Cartilage layer: HyA
Bone layer: HA
Cartilage layer: FGF-2,
BMP-2, TGF-β1
Bone layer: HA, BMP-2
Interface layer: ß-TCP
–
PDMSstar-MA
R5
BMP-2 loaded SPION

Gradient scaffolds

such as polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) gel, hyaluronic acid (HyA)
gel, chitosan (CS) gel [27], collagen (Col) gel and fibrin
gel, display viscoelasticity and support stable chondrocyte
phenotype, which avoids terminal hypertrophy and tissue
mineralization. In 3D culture, the hydrogel creep promotes
the spreading and osteogenic differentiation of MSCs, and
the substrate stress relaxation alters cell morphology in
addition to the enhanced cell spreading and proliferation
[28]. In view of the intricate interactions between cells and
hydrogels, it is challenging to tailor the differentiation of OC
scaffolds into multiple lineages by the desirable combination of hydrogels [29]. In addition, it is another major challenge presented by clinical application of load-bearing OC
scaffolds to overcome the low fracture energies/low elastic
modulus of hydrogel substitutes [30]; encouragingly, the
current strategies including structure-inserted hydrogels
[31], high-strength hydrogels [32] and particle-enhanced
hydrogels [33, 34] are potential to solve this issue.
Polymer-based nanocomposites have attracted significant attention in bone substitutes [35]. Inorganic components including hydroxyapatite (HA), tricalcium phosphate
(TCP) and bioactive glass (BG) are often incorporated into
calcified cartilage/subchondral bone layer as beneficial
reinforcement phase. Previous studies demonstrate that the
added inorganic phrase increases the roughness and osteoconductivity of polymers, which is beneficial for the formation of bone-like apatite and the regeneration of osseous
tissue. For the specific case of nHA, it plays multiple roles
in various polymers including the diffusion, adhesion and
gene expression of cells, which responds to changes in the
wettability and porosity of material surface tuned by nHA
content [36]; in addition, the mechanical properties and
osteoconductivity of the gelatin methacrylamide (GelMA)based OC scaffold were proved to vary with the nHA content
in calcified cartilage layer and subchondral bone layer [37];
for another, given the uneven dispersion of nHA in polymer
via mechanical mixing method, the nHA-graft-PLGA composite (nHA-g-PLGA) was prepared to resemble the bone

[45]

[47]
[49]
[50]
[51]
[53]

matrix by surface-initiated polymerization, fully embodying the reinforcement effect of nHA [38]. Designing growth
factors in biomaterials is common to exert the functionality
of bi-lineage differentiation of OC scaffolds. However, data
indicate that growth factors tend to be diluted and metabolized in vivo because of a short half-life period, which gives
birth to an available approach, namely polymer-wrapped
growth factors slowly release bioactive signals [39]. Besides,
the graphene-based nanomaterial, as a carrier which could
absorb and transport a large number of biomolecules effectively, became attractive for OC scaffolds with region specific differentiation of MSCs [40].
Zonally organized design of materials
The materials associated with natural ECM components,
such as CS, COL I, COL II, nHA and HyA, due to their
natural binding sites with cells on material surfaces, have
been extensively selected in layered design of biomimetic
OC scaffolds [41]. Ariane E. Erickson used CS as the main
component, respectively, combining with HyA to form the
hyaline cartilage layer, and with sodium alginate (SA)/HA
to form the subchondral layer (Fig. 1a). They found that
the chondrocyte-like (SW-1353/MCSs) and osteoblast-like
(MG63) cells cultured in different regions of the OC scaffold migrated to the interface of two layers to form a stable
transition, and the elastic modulus of each layer could be
tuned by bioactive components (nHA and HyA) [27]. In vivo
implantation of the Col-based OC scaffold (containing HyA
and HA in specific regions) further proved that the scaffold
material designed with unique biological clues could direct
the differentiation of host cells to produce cartilage due to
the inclusion of HyA, and to produce calcified cartilage and
bone due to the presence of HA [42]. Here despite adopting the continuous phase in different layers which improves
the integrity of OC scaffolds [43], due to the diverse additives and morphological structures of the regional materials, the uniform infiltration between biopolymer solutions
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Fig. 1  Material design of OC scaffolds a Zonally organized design
of materials: the bilayer OC scaffold with HyA and HA in specific
regions (top). Reprinted from [27], Copyright 2019, Springer, and
the multilayered OC scaffold with growth factors (bottom). Reprinted
from [45], Copyright 2018, Elsevier; b material optimization of OC
interface: the optimal concentration of 0.5% w/V β–TCP in GelMA/

alginate bioinks. Reprinted from [47], Copyright 2019, IOP; c gradient design of materials: the eight gradient OC scaffolds (left).
Reprinted from [50], Copyright 2013, Elsevier, and the OC scaffold
with the continuous BMP-2 gradient by using magnetically aligned
glycosylated SPIONs (right). Reprinted from [53], Copyright 2018,
Elsevier

should be particularly noticed to sustain a stable interface.
Nevertheless, little work has been devoted to the impact
of solution properties and forming conditions on bridge
connection between layers within the scaffold. The recent
research recognizes the superior interlayer integration of OC
scaffolds induced by growth factors especially in repairing
large-scale OC defects since they not only accelerate the
overall repair of defects but also facilitates the vascularization in subchondral layer [44]. In a case of the research on a
multifunctional integrated OC scaffold (Fig. 1a): the cartilage layer consisting of the FGF-2-/BMP-2-/TGF-β1-loaded

oxidized sodium alginate and N-succinyl chitosan (OSA/
NCS) hydrogels; the subchondral bone layer composed of
SA/nHA/BMP-2-loaded coaxial short fibers, as a result of
the vascularization formation in subchondral bone layer and
the sequential reconstruction of OC tissue, the combined
sequential delivery strategy of the growth factors was found
to support a stable fusion of implant into host OC tissue
[45]. The success of this strategy lies in releasing bioactive
signals to comply with the growth regulations of desired
tissues, which is determined by the dose and type of growth
factors as well as the loaded approaches.
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Material optimization of OC interface
A sudden change between two materials may result in weak
mechanical transfer and integrity in transition region [46].
Given that the collagen expression in calcified cartilage
similar to hyaline cartilage and its highly mineralized bonelike nature, bi-lineage composites are presented as superior
transition materials which can provide reliable interfacial
connection and induce the regeneration of OC interface tissue. The 0.5% w/v β–TCP in bioinks containing 6% w/v
GelMA and 4% w/v alginate was found the optimal concentration to fabricate the porous structure (Fig. 1b) which
displayed potentially biological characteristics related to the
development of calcified cartilage [47]. Besides biomineralization, BG particles containing copper ions (Cu2+) as
the dual function bioactive additive in the SA/poloxamer
(F-127) substrate activated HIF pathway to improve cartilage
repair and induced macrophages to shift to anti-inflammatory M2 phenotype within the C
 u2+ concentration range of
0.5–16 ppm [48]. Another notion which attracts our attention
is to explore the potential of synthetic biomaterials by simply
varying the monomer ratio derived from waste/renewable
materials. In this investigation, a low-cost biopolymer was
developed using the aromatic ring in bis (2-hydroxy) terephthalate (BHET) as hard segment, and the long aliphatic
chain in soybean oil (SO) as soft segment. Interestingly, due
to the co-stimulation from the mechanical cues and degradation products of polyesters, the polyester with the 4:1
weight ratio of ESO/BHET formed the stable OC interface
by simultaneously promoting the formation of bone and cartilage [49]. Here, we presume that the polyesters synthesized
by the 4:1 and 5:1 weight ratios of ESO/BHET, respectively,
are potential candidate biomaterials for the cartilage layer
and bone layer of OC scaffolds, which is supported by the
evidences of their similar swelling, degradation and different biological signals. For stratified OC scaffolds, however,
the unilateral effect of such bi-lineage composite is impossible fully exploited in simple culture system, appealing for
special bioreactors to obtain the required biomechanical and
biochemical conditions.
Gradient design of materials
Considering the spatial variation in ECM composition and
orientation from subchondral bone to cartilage, gradient
design is proposed to regulate the transition properties of
materials, ensuring the loading capacity and repair effects
of OC scaffolds. Recently, emerging approaches by tuning spatial compositions are potential to achieve the gradients of mechanical properties and biochemical signals
of OC scaffolds. Methacrylated star polydimethylsiloxane
( PDMS star-MA), a powerful component with bioactivity and osteoinductivity, was incorporated into the poly
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(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA)-based hydrogel scaffolds. Four groups of continuous gradient scaffolds were
prepared by varying the weight ratio of P
 DMSstar-MA to
PEGDA macromer, the total macromer concentration, the
number average molecular weight (Mn) of PEGDA and the
Mn of PDMSstar-MA (Fig. 1c). Such scaffolds with tunable
morphology, swelling, modulus and bioactivity had been
proved to be valuable for OC tissue regeneration since they
allowed for rapid screening of cell-material interactions
[50]. It is worth noting that the spatially varied functions
of the mentioned gradient scaffolds, which intimately relate
to microphase separation of composites, are tremendously
affected by solvent type and the mixing process of precursor
solutions. Another novel route was proposed to form continuous gradient protein/biosilica composites for regeneration of OC tissue via in situ site-specific biomineralization.
The biosilica selective peptide (R5), a bio-inspired analog
derived from the silaffin peptide, can trigger and mediate
the biomineralization in the hydrogel composite. The recent
work revealed that the spontaneously formed gradient silicified silk/R5 (GSSR5) composite promoted the osteogenic
differentiation of hMSCs in vitro in a manner consistent
with the R5 gradient in the composite [51]. Some common
problems exist in the mentioned methods of manually stacking materials: due to interdiffusion of solutions, the lagging
cross-linking of the precursor solutions may cause the failure
of the pre-designed gradient in scaffolds; and these methods
are often accompanied with drawbacks of tedious procedures
and inadequate versatility in other biomaterial systems. In
this context, the researchers proposed a simplistic and rapid
strategy to naturally form a gradient of growth factors in the
hydrogel which played an important role in dictating the OC
interface formation [52]. Specifically, the continuous BMP-2
gradient in the agarose hydrogel laden with hMSCs was
achieved in a self-organized manner through the magnetic
field effect of glycosylated super paramagnetic iron oxide
nanoparticle (SPIONs) (Fig. 1c). Over a 28-day culture in
an optimized OC differentiation medium, BMP-2 which
orderly released from SPIONs regulated the osteogenic gene
expression and tissue mineralization in the hydrogel [53].
Although the mechanism responsible for forming gradient
is far from being fully understood, data have characterized
the related influencing factors worthy of attention such as the
SPION state in the precursor solutions and its response to
magnetic force, as well as the affinity of growth factors for
SPIONs; there is a necessity to emphasize another technical
difficulty on how to achieve local mineralization, which may
be addressed via optimizing the growth factor concentration
loaded on nanoparticles.
The convention of material design of OC scaffolds is
converting from independent region design to integrated
material arrangement. Natural polymer materials, supporting the attachment and proliferation of osteoblasts and
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chondrocytes, are prior selected to construct the unique
microenvironment of bone/cartilage. Synthetic polymer
materials are mainly used to tailor the processability,
mechanical properties and degradation rate of scaffolds.
Then, the component concentration and the additives of
inorganics/cytokines/growth factors are considered to optimize the biological function of materials, including the cell
response on the scaffold substrate and the compatibility with
adjacent materials as well as surrounding tissues [54]. The
zonally organized design of materials based on the rationale
of biomimicry for tissues only needs to select the specific
matrix materials optionally loaded bioactive components.
However, the material design of OC interface is still a difficulty considering the regeneration and connection function
of the ultra microinterface. Bi-lineage composites supporting both cartilage and subchondral bone regeneration, which
provide more choices and possibilities for the design of OC
interface materials, break through the impasse of simulating native OC interface. Moreover, the biological clues and
mechanical gradient at interface of scaffolds are key points
of material design to realize regeneration of full-thickness
OC tissue. The current researches break away from designing materials for distinct tissues, instead, directly regard OC
tissue as a whole part with multilayer/continuous gradient of
bioactive components which flexibly alter the local characterization within the integrated OC scaffolds.

Structure design of OC scaffolds
The scaffold configuration and the intra-/extracellular signal have the certain regulatory effect on gene expression
and cell differentiation within scaffolds [55]. The structure
design parameters of scaffolds, such as pore size, porosity,
tortuosity and interconnectivity, are generally customized to
improve mechanical properties, cell distribution, phenotype

of ECM protein, cell migration, nutrient transfer and formation of vascular network within scaffolds [31, 56, 57]. Here,
structure layout schemes for different types of polymerbased OC scaffolds are summarized in Table 2.
Design prerequisites
It is well known that the intercellular/cell-biomaterial interactions and nutrient/waste transport are enhanced in the
porous scaffold, whereas its inner architecture appears to
be another crucial design factor to resist the concomitant
decrease in mechanical properties, especially for the one
with high porosity. From another point, the structure design
of scaffolds to some extent determines the cell fate and tissue regeneration. For example, pore size takes effects in the
metabolism, attachment, proliferation and infiltration of cells
within the scaffold [58], subsequently affecting the fixation
ability of the OC implant and the ingrowth and vascularization of tissue [59, 60]. More specifically, the optimal pore
size that varies from 5 to 500 μm across cell types is recommended for tissue regeneration [61]; the enhanced interaction between chondrocytes is proved to reduce the structure
stability and ECM synthesis; hence, the mean pore size less
than 200 μm which favors pore coverage is preferable for
cartilage layer with low metabolic activity [62, 63]. The differentiation of hMSCs cultured in OC scaffolds elucidated
that the cells residing in the rhomboidal pores supported a
better osteogenic differentiation, whereas chondrogenic differentiation was enhanced in the squared pores [64]. The
research of surface structure on cell stimulation showed
that the chondrocytes cultured on the nanofiber structure
tended to lose their phenotype; in contrast, the osteogenic
differentiation of MSCs was significantly accelerated by
the nanofiber surface. Therefore, comparing with nanofiber

Table 2  Structure layout schemes for different types of polymer-based OC scaffolds
Types

Pore units

Stratified scaffolds Cartilage layer: Columnar structures with major
and minor axes of 132.6 μm and 37.5 μm
Bone layer: Elliptical pores with major and
minor axes of 33.6 μm and 27.4 μm
Cartilage layer: Microtubule-like structures
with 10 μm pore size
Bone layer: Square pores with 450.5 μm fiber
spacing
Interface layer: Cylindrical structures with pore
size of 400 μm in diameter and 1000 μm in
depth
Gradient scaffolds Square pores with 200, 500, and 900 μm fiber
spacing in each section
G/D pore structure based on TPMS
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Organized patterns

Connected patterns

Literatures

Cartilage layer: Vertically aligned

Structure fusion

[69]

Dissolution bonding

[72]

Bone layer: Randomly distributed
Cartilage layer: Vertically aligned
Bone layer: Lattice array
Interface layer: Quadrilaterally arrayed Mechanical interlock [73]
Lattice array
In a step-changed manner
Circularly arrayed
In a continuous gradient manner

Structure transition

[76]

Structure transition

[77]
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surface suitable for subchondral bone layer, smooth surface
was preferred for cartilage layer [65].
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The aim of biomimetic OC scaffolds with layer-specific
porous structures is to provide depth-dependent arrangement
(horizontal/random/vertical) chondrocytes in the cartilage
layer [66, 67], and to facilitate the recruitment and osteogenic differentiation of endogenous cells by macropores
[68]. In details, the trilayer OC scaffold composed of the
hydrogel top layer, the middle layer (the pore aspect ratio
was 3.6 ± 0.6) and the biomineralized bottom layer (the pore

aspect ratio was 1.3 ± 0.6) was prepared (Fig. 2a). Such scaffold cultured in chondrogenic medium avoided the migration
of the exogenous cells (hMSCs: chondrocytes  =  70:30) into
the bottom layer. Then, the subcutaneous implantation suggested that endogenous cells were randomly distributed in
the top and bottom layer, and the cells in the middle layer
were arranged vertically along columnar channels. In vitro/
vivo experiments demonstrated that such trilayer scaffold
could improve cell distribution and promote the regeneration of OC tissue with obvious interface [69]. For such a
part without any physical barrier, the independent regeneration of regional tissues lies in the mineral environment in
subchondral layer and the chondrogenic preconditioning for

Fig. 2  Structure design of OC scaffolds. a Zonally organized design
of structures: the trilayer scaffold composed of the hydrogel top layer,
the bottom and middle layer with anisotropic macropore structures.
Reprinted from [69], Copyright 2018, Elsevier; b optimization of
interface structure: the PLGA/TCP compact interfacial layer (top).

Reprinted from [72], Copyright 2018, Europe PMC, and the interfacial layer with the porous β-TCP structure (bottom). Reprinted from
[73], Copyright 2015, Elsevier; c gradient structure design: the gradient OC scaffolds with tunable mean pore size and surface area.
Reprinted from [77], Copyright 2018, Elsevier

Zonally organized design of structures
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cartilage layer, which underachieves the unique advantages
of biomimetic interface in remodeling the regeneration environment of OC tissue.
Structural optimization of OC interface
The structure design of interface layer should coordinate the
elastic modulus of adjacent layers to maintain the mechanical stability of OC scaffolds [70]. In addition, the couple
effect of interface structure and mechanical stimulation is
intimately related to the regulation of cell differentiation
[71], which plays a substantial role in preventing the ossification of full-thickness cartilage [53]. The compact interface
layer of PLGA/TCP composite (Fig. 2b), as an important
physical barrier between cartilage layer and subchondral
bone layer, provided a low oxygen tension and avascular
microenvironment in cartilage layer which could induce the
chondrogenic differentiation of endogenous MSCs. Surprisingly, comparing with the disordered OC interface formed
in the group without a compact layer, the neo tidemark consistent with native OC interface was formed in the regenerated tissue of the scaffold with the dense interface [72]. In
such an interface design protocol, however, in vitro seeding
chondrocytes/cell-laden biomaterials are desired to accelerate the tissue repair due to less precursor cells in cartilage.
Furthermore, the repair of OC tissue especially for tidemark
formation relates to the initial integrity at interface; thus, we
suppose that the interface involving the interlacing of hard
and soft structures may provide a better connection between
two phase materials. Inspired from the presence of gomphosis and hole-like structure upon nature subchondral bone,
a series of PEG/β- TCP scaffolds with interface structures
of different porosities (Fig. 2b) were prepared. The comparative analysis of these scaffolds indicated that the shear
strength at interface in the 30% porosity group was nearly
threefold improved compared with that in the 0% porosity
group, which was in line with our previous argument. In
order to promote biological bonding through in vitro ECM
synthesis, the surface area of interface zone which is considered as another structure parameter to control cell behavior
should also be emphasized [73]. Despite these studies, due
to limited manufacturing technologies for the ultrastructure,
the effect of interface structure on biochemical and biomechanical properties is not further investigated until now.
Gradient structure design
The OC scaffolds with gradient pore features aim to recapitulate the multi-level pore morphology of OC tissue, and
to meet varying requirements of regional tissues on biological and mechanical properties. For example, the mechanical
properties of the gradient scaffold show obvious improvement caused by the disruption of crack propagation [74]. It
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has also been confirmed that the pore gradient improves the
cell seeding efficiency and cell distribution of scaffolds since
curved channels increase the possibility of cell-scaffold contact [57]. Additionally, the cell attachment, the production
of ECM, GAGs and collagen and the alkaline phosphatase
activity of MSCs are increased in the gradient scaffold in
comparison with one with a uniform pore size [75]. For the
constantly loaded OC unit, the valuation of strain behavior
of mimetic ECM is required to recapitulate its morphological evolution, thereafter providing well organized mechanotransduction for neo tissue growth. In case of the gradient
OC scaffold, composed of three stacked models with 0.2
(small-pore), 0.5 (medium-pore) and 0.9 mm (large-pore)
fiber spacing, respectively, the deformation behavior of the
scaffold under compression was studied. The results demonstrated that the strain distribution was readily affected by the
large-pore segment of the scaffold. However, little influence
of additives (nHA) could be found in terms of the compressive properties and recovery behavior of the scaffold, which
might be attributed to the formation of ceramic aggregates
and the suboptimal biphasic interface in the particulate composite [76]. This investigation also implies that geometry
and size of regional pores may work together in determining
the deformation mechanism of gradient scaffolds. Based on
the triply periodic minimum surfaces (TPMS) approach, the
size of regional pore relevant with its geometry is controlled
by the pore gradient of the porous OC scaffold (Fig. 2c).
The uniaxial compressive tests showed that for the gradient OC scaffolds, the gyroid (G) structure revealed a better performance in terms of ductility and ultimate strength;
and the diamond (D) structure resulted in a more uniform
stress distribution due to its larger surface area and smaller
mean pore size than the G structure [77]. We pay attention
to the smooth and continuous structures designed by TPMS
which evade the defects of lattice structures, such as straight
beam-like struts and sharp turns, improving the compressive
properties and fatigue endurance of gradient scaffolds [78].
The aim of biomimetic design of OC scaffolds is to provide a suitable microenvironment for the development and
growth of different tissues. Firstly, the regional structure
design of scaffolds is based on the relationship between
cell phenotype/differentiation and design scheme including
the structure and organized patterns of pore units, and the
requirements of physiological functions of scaffolds. Secondly, the connection mode at OC interface is determined
from the viewpoints of osteointegration and repair effect of
scaffolds. So far, the structure design of OC scaffolds has
been developed into two streams. The first one focuses on
reconstructing the bio-inspired features of nature OC tissue,
including the morphology, size and arrangement of depthdependent collagen networks and the interlocking structure
of tidemark within dense calcified cartilage. The other based
on overall design concept turns to gradient OC scaffolds in
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line with the hierarchical properties of nature OC tissue,
which ingeniously induces the scaffold to regenerate OC tissue with desired features by biological clues. Such biological
binding method of ECM synthesis which provides a bioactive and durable OC interface gives full play to the intrinsic
reparative capabilities of the bone implant.

Computer‑aided design of OC scaffolds by FE
method
Traditional design process which involves in sequential
in vitro, mechanical and in vivo tests to determine the optimal structure parameters is time-consuming and resourceintensive [79]. Thus, simulation experiments by FE method
have been carried out on OC scaffolds under different load
regimes to track the macroscale mechanical response of scaffolds [80–83], and from microlevel to predict the effects of
design parameters on bone ingrowth, osteoconduction and
differentiation within scaffolds [84, 85]. The verified mathematical model may predict the clinical durability and cellular
environments of candidate OC scaffolds, and the main data
obtained from a sensitive analysis provide a significant reference for optimizing OC scaffolds prior to their fabrication.
The following sections will introduce the current researches
of comprehensive evaluation of OC scaffolds by FE method
from mechanical properties to biological activity.
The fusion capability of implants into host tissue relates
to the mechanical microenvironment within scaffolds, which
requires the scaffold during in vivo culture to ensure the adequate mechanical stability at interface (decreased by inferior
material properties and lack of integration). Adhesives are
commonly applied to fix the bone scaffolds in clinic, while
the loose movement of bone implant in joint space caused by
adhesive failure may lead to unsatisfactory clinical results.
The FE model of the OC scaffold was established in the
bone defect, and the cohesive zone model (CZM) was used
to simulate the failure process of fibrin adhesive under load.
The simulation results indicated that the shear displacement at cohesive interface acted as the main delamination
mechanism of the scaffold, and the stronger/more flexible
adhesive than fibrin could prevent the delamination of the
scaffold in knee joint. Here, FE method could be used to
improve biological adhesives and the experimental scheme
of interface mechanical properties [81]. Inspired from nature
OC tissue wherein collagen fibers penetrate from calcified
cartilage to hyaline cartilage, the collagen network was integrated into the bilayer soft—stiff PEG hydrogel to rebuild
OC interface of the scaffolds. The FE simulations of unconstrained compression of the OC scaffolds (Fig. 3a) indicated
that comparing with the single-phase scaffold, the inserted
collagen network improved the stress and strain distribution and mechanical properties (compression modulus and
toughness) of the multi-phase scaffold by resisting the lateral
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expansion [82]. For such reinforced OC scaffolds, it is a
challenge to establish constitutive models to describe depthdependent properties and compression nonlinearity of composites, which is crucial to the failure mechanism and biomimetic design of OC scaffolds. Overall, since the mechanical
evaluation at interface region is limited by experimental
setups, FE is recommended to be a powerful approach to
analyze the mechanical stability at interface of the scaffold
under typically physiological loads.
Using FE method to optimize the deformation mechanism of the gradient scaffolds is expected to tolerate physiological loads and obtain desired mechanical responses [86].
The effects of porosity and pore shape on the compressive
mechanical properties of gradient OC scaffolds in elastic
stage were investigated by using FE analysis. The correlation between the scaffold porosity and its elastic modulus
suggested that the 60% porosity acted as a critical value to
separate subchondral bone and cartilage scaffold. Besides,
the hierarchical mechanical characteristics and anisotropy
effects of scaffolds were achieved by tuning lay-down
angle (from 90° to 15°), which was meaningful to match
the mechanical conditions of surrounding tissues [75]. In
order to explore the influence of porosity gradient and pore
geometry on the failure mechanism and the compression
deformation of scaffolds, the gradient OC scaffolds designed
by TPMS method (Fig. 3b) were also studied by FE analysis.
It was demonstrated that the Z-direction gradient pattern
led to a brittle-like failure at a low strain, while the radial
gradient pattern caused a progressive ductile failure; moreover, compared with the bending dominated architectures
(D surfaces) mainly with the shear failure of the support
plate, the stretching dominated architectures (I-WP and P
surfaces) possessed high bearing capacity as the amount of
material contributed in axial deformation and buckling at
high deformations [83]. Despite these achievements, considering material components and AM process parameters
(extrusion temperature, feed rate, etc.), the process-induced
microstructures and mechanical anisotropy of additive manufactured parts which highly depend on deposition direction
[87] should be further included in structural optimization of
load-bearing bone scaffolds.
With the in-depth study of mechanoregulation theories,
FE analysis has been gradually applied in design of OC scaffolds to evaluate the regeneration ability of scaffolds. This
method can explain how the internal structure affects stress
and strain distribution, and based on the results predict the
local tissue development within the OC scaffold [88, 89].
Since the initial stimulation for cell differentiation comes
from surface strain rather than volume strain [90], the differentiation results of the scaffolds were predicted according to the following criteria: S = 𝛾a + 𝜏b , 0 ≤ S < 0.001 for
resorption, 0.001 ≤ S < 1 for bone, 1 ≤ S < 3 for cartilage,
3 ≤ S < 6 for fibrous tissue and S ≥ 6 for necrosis, where S
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Fig. 3  Computer-aided design of OC scaffolds by FE method. a
Mechanical properties of interface: the single-phase scaffold constituted by hard hydrogel and soft hydrogel, and multi-phase OC
scaffold fabricated by inserting the fibrous network at the hard-soft
hydrogel interface (top), and the FE results for the single-phase and
the multi-phase scaffold (bottom). Reprinted from [82], Copyright
2015, Springer; b mechanical properties of scaffolds: the radially

graded structures of OC scaffolds. Reprinted from [83], Copyright
2018, Elsevier; c biological activities of scaffolds: the cell differentiation from the FE results for the 0/90 (left) and 0/90 offset (right)
structures of OC scaffolds under a fluid flow of 100 μm/s and a 10%
compression strain. Reprinted from [85], Copyright 2017, Europe
PMC

(the stimulus value for cells) was calculated on the basis
of the FE analysis of mechanical compression and fluid
dynamics (CFD), τ is fluid shear stress, γ is surface shear
strain, a and b are constants of 0.0375 and 0.010, respectively, as reported in literature [91, 92]. Figure 3c shows
that the distribution of fluid shear stress was mainly influenced by the pore shape and size of the scaffolds, and the
strain distribution depended on whether supportive columns
existed or not within the scaffolds. Additionally, as the main

contributor instructing cell differentiation, the compression
strain magnitude in the 0/90 geometry was greater than that
in the 0/90 offset geometry [85]. Ideal OC scaffolds under
outer forces should take advantage of mechanical stimulus
for cells to form target tissues in addition to providing a supportive structure. Here, FE method is recommended to evaluate the biological activities of OC scaffolds which provide
the basis for the bioreactor research and the optimization
of scaffolds. Notably, under the conjunction of body fluid
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flow and physiological activities, in order to understand the
dynamic mechanical response and biological functionalities
of intricate OC scaffolds, it is necessary to develop a coupled
fluid–solid FE model which precisely predicts the effect of
compression-induced fluid flow.
Taken together, the following design criteria are worthy
of attention while designing biomimetic OC scaffolds. (1)
the microenvironment design: the physicochemical properties of the matrix material can provide sites for cell adhesion and initiate interactions with cells; the micropores can
promote nutrient delivery and waste metabolism within scaffolds; the geometry/orientation of the macropores can promote cell growth and differentiation, the growth of vessels
into the subchondral layer and the lateral fusion of implants
into surrounding tissues, (2) the scaffold design: the degradation rate of the scaffold can match the counter tissue
growth; the swelling characteristics/mechanical properties at
interface of two phases are compatible; the mechanical/biological properties of scaffolds is similar to host tissue. Moreover, the design trend of biomimetic OC scaffolds focuses
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on the anatomic structure of OC tissue mainly including (1)
the biomimetic OC interface which considers the anchoring structure of tidemark and dense calcified cartilage—the
ultrastructure which transfers the interface stress and induces
the regeneration of OC interface, (2) the graded/continuous
gradient scaffold (microstructures and components) abiding
by the hierarchy of OC tissue. The design process of multifunction OC scaffolds is shown in Fig. 4.

Fabricating strategies of biomimetic OC
scaffolds
The fabricating strategies of OC scaffolds have been rapidly
developed to ensure the stability, quality and function of
scaffolds in complex physiological environment. Traditional
preparation strategies start from the chondrocyte-induced
method which seeds high-density chondrocytes/chondroblasts above the scaffold for subsequent in vitro culture/in
vivo implantation [93]. Thereafter, the assembly synthesis

Fig. 4  The biomimetic design of multifunction OC scaffolds
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method represents a turning point, attempting to provide a
biomimetic ECM for cartilage regeneration. Such strategy
refers to the in vitro culture of the cartilage scaffold and
the subchondral bone scaffold with chondrocytes and osteoblasts, respectively, followed by assembling them into the
bilayer scaffold using stitches [26] or bio glues [94, 95],
etc., for further in vivo implantation. It has been pointed
out that using the adhesive the brittle substrate is toughened
without effecting the porous structure [94] and the cellular
infiltration between layers may be inhibited [96]; however,
such bonding hardly provides cohesion strength comparable
to that by suture bonding [81]. It is urgent to address the
severe problems caused by traditional preparation strategies:
the chondrocyte-induced OC scaffolds lack layered structures to mimic heterogeneous OC tissue and cannot prevent
osteoblasts from migrating into cartilage layer; the assembly
synthesis method without an adequate ability to integrate
biphasic scaffolds easily leads to in vivo collapse/stratification of the implants during natural degradation [97, 98].

Preparation of OC scaffolds by AM technologies
AM technologies with simple process steps and advantages
in manufacturing lamellar structures have greatly innovated
the traditional strategies in OC tissue engineering [39].
Furthermore, AM technologies which provide controllable
process parameters, such as strand size (SZ), strand spacing (SS) and strand orientation (SO), as well as versatile
pore geometry, 100% pore connectivity and reproducibility,
are indeed suitable for the preparation of high-precision OC
scaffolds to replicate the anatomic structure of OC tissue
[99]. Although AM technologies have spawned a variety
of bone scaffolds and innovative approaches in OC tissue
engineering (Table 3), it remains a challenge to form OC
scaffolds with gradient microstructures/multiple biomaterials including polymers, hydrogels and composites. In this
chapter, we will review the current achievements of AM
technologies in OC tissue engineering.

Powder‑based AM technologies
The technologies in powder-based AM system for various
materials from polymers to ceramics, metals and compounds
of materials above are presented as a potent access to tailormade product portfolio [100]. The process of 3D printing
(3DP) is performed under ordinary temperature for preparing the gradient structure by dispensing the powder raw
material of each layer and consolidating materials using a
special bio-glue. However, selective laser sintering (SLS)
which employs laser beam to selectively sinter powders is a
more common technique to develop well-designed, stratified
gradient scaffolds. The recent study used SLS technique to
form the multilayer OC scaffold made of PCL microspheres
and HA/PCL composite microspheres (Fig. 5a). The HA
gradient from 0 to 30 wt% in seven layers of the scaffold
was achieved by manually controlling the powder component supplied for each layer [101]. It is worth noting that
sintering parameters for different microspheres need to be
optimized to guarantee the similar thickness and structure
fidelity of each printing layer; next, unsintered microspheres
may be left in complicated inner pores due to unsatisfactory powder removal technique; more importantly, such
technique causes lots of material internal flaws which dramatically undermine the elastic modulus of composite scaffolds, comparing with another powder-based AM technology
described below. The dual (porosity and material) gradient
HA/PCL OC scaffolds were developed by a multi-material
extrusion 3D printing system (Fig. 5b) where the powder
mixtures in metal cartridges were heated at 160 °C and then
extruded through a 22G blunt tip needle. The dual gradient scaffold was printed with the additional step of switching materials for each stacked section of the scaffold [76].
Despite these studies, further investigation of manufacturing
process is needed to address following issues: it is impossible to form the continuous material gradient by manually
switching powder mixtures; additionally, the melt bonding
of segmented depositions particularly for varied components
readily forms failure points at interface between layers.

Table 3  AM technologies for preparing polymer-based OC scaffolds
AM technologies

SLS
FDM
Extrusion 3D printing
Extrusion 3D printing

Raw materials

PCL, HA
PCL, HA
PNAGA, β-TCP, TGF-β1
Alginate, GelMA, Methacrylated HyA/
chondroitin sulfate, β-TCP
Extrusion 3D printing Col, SA, Gellan
SL
GelMA, PEGDA, nHA, TGF-β1 PLGA
SL
PEGDA, β-TCP
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Supporting
material

Solidification conditions Extra heat Material switch

Literatures

Yes
No
No
No

Ordinary temperature
Ordinary temperature
Ordinary temperature
CaCl2 and UV light

Laser
160 °C
70-75 °C
No

Manual control
Manual control
Manual control
Program control

[101]
[76]
[106]
[107]

Yes
No
No

CaCl2
UV light
UV light

No
No
No

Manual control [111]
Manual control [39]
Program control [114]
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Fig. 5  Powder-based AM technologies for preparing the PCL/HA
gradient OC scaffolds. a SLS: the multilayer OC scaffold with HA
gradient. Reprinted from [101], Copyright 2017, Europe PMC; b

extrusion printing: the porosity/dual (porosity and HA) gradient OC
scaffolds. Reprinted from [76], Copyright 2019, Elsevier

Hydrogel‑based AM technologies

the gradient OC scaffold by thermal-assisted extrusion 3D
printing (Fig. 6a). In this printing process, the hydrogel in a
flowing sol state caused by heat was continuously extruded
and immediately formed gel after deposition on the cooled
substrate. The bioactive molecules, including TGF-β1
growth factors in the top layer and β-TCP particles in the
bottom layer, respectively, were precisely controlled by the
program to alternately perform printing [106]. Microfluidic
printing was presented to avoid the incongruous mechanical and swelling properties of biphasic OC scaffolds. Specifically, such technique could allow rapid mixing/switching among two bioinks by programming the microfluidic
pumps without effecting cell viability. Thus, the heterogeneous structure of OC tissue could be realized by depositing
continuous gradient biological, chemical and mechanical

Biopolymer hydrogels have been widespread utilized to
reproduce ECM of OC tissue since by extrusion 3D bioprinting, hydrogels can be flexible controlled to tailor the
biochemical and mechanical properties of complicated scaffolds whilst maintaining high viability of cells encapsulated
in bioinks. The bioink viscosity which can be altered by
adjusting the bioink component [102] /the tackifier content
[103] and pre-cross-linking [104], etc., plays an important
role in the printing process. To eliminate the impact of high
viscosity on injectability, thermoresponsive hydrogels [105]
are presented as potential bioinks to prepare robust scaffolds.
In a study, the poly (N-acryloyl glycinamide) (PNAGA)based thermoresponsive hydrogel was developed to prepare
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Fig. 6  Hydrogel-based AM technologies for preparing OC scaffolds.
a Thermal-assisted extrusion printing: the high-strength PNAGAbased gradient OC scaffold. Reprinted from [106], Copyright 2018,
Wiley; b microfluidic printing: the OC scaffold with a continuous
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gradient interface. Reprinted from [107], Copyright 2019, Web of
Science; c suspended layer additive manufacture: the biphasic OC
scaffolds with high shape fidelity. Reprinted from [111], Copyright
2019, Wiley
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cues(Fig. 6b) [107]. Here, we suppose that it is worthy of
attention to the mixing performance of high viscous hydrogels in microfluidic systems, and the double cross-linking
for low viscous polymeric solutions to guarantee the fidelity
and high strength of printed structures. Another extrusion
3D printing for low viscosity bioinks, namely the embedded printing, can temporarily maintain the hydrogel shape
deposited in the self-supporting materials including viscous
liquids, particulate gels and solid gels [108–110]. Based on
this method, the biphasic OC scaffolds (Fig. 6c) were produced by extruding low viscosity bioinks into a self-healing
agarose fluid-gel matrix. Such fluid-gel matrix exhibited
a solid state at low shear, while it would turn to a liquid
state under stress and recover viscoelasticity quickly after
the removal of stress. Thus, the deposited bioinks were suspended in such matrix to prevent the collapse of the printed
structure. Surprisingly, the porosity gradient at interfacial
region which was formed between distinct hydrogels via
natural interlayer fusion enhanced the integrity of OC tissue through biological induction [111]. Overall, the process
details of such technique such as the impact of fluid-gel
matrix on structure distortion and suspending capacity, and
the diffusion rate of bioinks and cross-linker on printing
resolution, etc., are far from being fully understood.
Hydrogel-based extrusion 3D printing combined with
other technologies (freeze-drying, temperature-assisted,
photocuring) is flexible enough to assist in shaping various
polymers. In details, the viscosity and rheological properties
of hydrogels need to be optimized via altering ingredients/
outer conditions to achieve controllable, uninterrupted flow
of bioinks, and to maintain the high fidelity of the printed
structure. Then, cell-loaded bioinks should possess weak gel
properties to undergo the shear forces during the extruding
process and prevent the cell sedimentation in the syringe
[47]. To preserve cell viability in suitable hydrogel characteristics, recent researches focus on the depositing and
forming conditions of bioinks. For example, the side effects
of extra heat, photoinitiator toxicity, curing period, UV
light density and shear stress (regarding to printing pressure, bioink viscosity and nozzle diameter) on cell viability
should be taken into account.
Liquid‑based AM technologies
Stereolithography printing (SL) is another AM technology
for forming OC scaffolds by curing liquid resin bioinks
layer by layer under the UV light. Researchers can directly
adjust the component ratio of functional nanocomposites/
bioactive molecules and curable bioinks to produce uniform/
non-uniform bone scaffolds [37, 112, 113]. For example, the
core–shell TGF-β1 PLGA nanoparticles were prepared by
coaxial electrospraying method, and the curable bioinks of
GelMA/PEGDA/nHA and GelMA/PEGDA/TGF-β1 PLGA
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were printed in different regions through SL technology to
manufacture the biomimetic OC scaffold (Fig. 7a). It is
worth mentioning that the 28-day slow release of TGF-β1
growth factors encapsulated in nanoparticles could continuously increase the expression of chondrogenic gene in the
cartilage layer without effecting the osteogenic differentiation of hMSCs in the subchondral layer [39]. It is well
known that the part being constructed by traditional topdown SL printing is fully immersed in the liquid matrix,
which exists problems like material waste and residual clean;
besides, for the fabrication of large parts with intricate components, an automatic material switching apparatus along
with relevant algorithms is highly anticipated. A customized prototype multi-material SL system based on bottom-up
mask projection was developed to address these problems. In
this system, the material switching and cleaning were simultaneously achieved by rotating the three-section vat, and curing characteristics of different materials were matched by
controlling exposure to ensure the overall accuracy of multimaterial fabrication. In a case, the biphasic OC scaffold prepared by this technology using PEGDA hydrogel and β-TCP
ceramic suspension showed considerable interfacial strength
which was realized by altering exposure parameters and
process sequence(Fig. 7b). This printing system with high
accuracy was proved very suitable for manufacturing OC
scaffolds with a complex transition interface/inner structure
[114]. It is noted that in consideration of residual in sponge
accumulated by material switching, it is not recommended
to real-time alter the material composition particularly for
high viscosity composites using the multi-section vat. These
researches present some other limitations of SL techniques
applied in BTE: the error of curing effect caused by the scattering and reflection of UV light cannot be eliminated based
on empirical work; moreover, the toxicity of photoinitiator/
dispersant used in the printing process may produce some
effects on cell viability.

Preparation of OC scaffolds by multiple
technologies
The limited factors, such as system complexity, process conditions, possible design resources and available materials,
make single process not ideal for preparing physiological
full-thickness OC scaffold. To increase the diversity of OC
scaffolds, other techniques have been introduced into emerging AM-based strategies [55]: (1) superposition of multilayer structures, (2) combination of porous structures and
hydrogels and (3) hydrogels embedded with nanoparticles.
Table 4 shows the main characteristics of different strategies
for preparing biomimetic polymer-based OC scaffolds by
multiple technologies.
The regional customization of biphasic OC scaffolds
can be realized by selecting the appropriate technology
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Fig. 7  Liquid resin-based AM technologies for preparing OC scaffolds. a The biphasic OC scaffold with HA in the subchondral layer
and TGF-β1 in the cartilage layer. Reprinted from [39], Copyright

2019, NCBI; b the biphasic OC scaffold with a ultrastructure at interface. Reprinted from [114], Copyright 2019, Emerald

according to the material characteristics. Zhengyu Li synthesized the calcified cartilage layer and subchondral bone
layer by extrusion 3D printing technology by which β-TCP
particles were mixed into PLGA solution dissolved in
1,4-dioxane, and the mixed solution was immediately solidified after being ejected onto the − 30 °C workbench surface;
the cartilage layer was prepared by thermally induced crystallization (TIC) technology which promoted the formation
of columnar crystals of cartilage matrix along the direction of vertical temperature gradient; finally, the surfaces
of the two layers were slightly dissolved in spay drops of
1,4-dioxane to assemble the OC scaffold (Fig. 8) [105]. In
another study, by introducing N-acryloyl 2-glycine (ACG)
reversible hydrogen bond into GelMA hydrogel system, the

integrated high-strength OC scaffold was prepared to provide the mechanical support for the early stage of OC repair
(Fig. 9). Specifically, the bioink B of PACG10-GelMA10
hydrogel loaded with manganese ions (Mn2+) for the cartilage layer and the bioink A of PACG35-GelMA7 hydrogel loaded with BG for the subchondral bone layer were
precisely tailored by thermal-assisted extrusion printing.
The main hydrogen bonding interacted in PACG-GelMA
network at -10 °C workbench, followed by UV light to initiate covalent cross-linking to further fix the scaffold [115].
Importantly, the combination of double cross-linking and
integrated manufacturing process provides the continuous
and robust PACG-GelMA structure, avoiding the delamination and collapse of stratified scaffolds upon contacting body
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Extrusion printing + TIC

Extrusion 3D printing + photocuring

Superposition of multilayer structures

Superposition of multilayer structures

Hydrogels embedded with nanoparticles

Lattice: PCL

Hydrogel: GelMA, Pluronic

Lattice: PCL

Hydrogel: FEFEFKFK

Bone layer: PACG-GelMA, BG

Cartilage layer: PACG-GelMA, M
 n2+

Bone layer: PLGA, TCP

Cartilage layer: Cartilage matrix

Materials

Leachable mold: HIPS

FDM + casting process + photocuring Hydrogel: PEG, PEGDA

Combination of porous structures and hydrogels FDM + extrusion 3D printing + photocuring + inkjet printing

Combination of porous structures and hydrogels FDM + dip-coating method

Strategies

Categories

Table 4  Different biomimetic polymer-based OC scaffolds prepared by multiple technologies

The calcified layer synthesized by extrusion
printing separated the bone and cartilage areas,
providing the stable microenvironments
The directional cartilage layer constructed by TIC
technology was similar to the anatomic structure
of nature cartilage
The bioactive substances ( Mn2+ and BG) were
precisely tailored in the hydrogel scaffold by
extrusion 3D printing
The GelMA polymerization was initiated under
UV light, and the main hydrogen bonding in the
PACG-GelMA network was interacted at -10 °C
to fix the formed scaffold
The FEFEFKFK coated on the PCL lattice
improved the microenvironment for ECM deposition
The PCL lattice increased the overall rigidity of the
OC scaffold
The different cell populations were regionally
deposited into the PCL framework by multiple
technologies
The microchamber system reinforced hydrogel
orientated spheroid growth and its fusion to host
tissue
The macroporous structure of the hydrogel OC
scaffold was indirectly controlled by FDM
The distribution of nHA and growth factors of the
scaffold was tailored by casting process, promoting biphasic differentiation of the scaffold

Characteristics

[67, 74]

[117]

[116]

[115]

[105]
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Fig. 8  Superposition of multilayer structures. The schematic of preparing the OC scaffold by three steps. Reprinted from [105], Copyright 2018,
Elsevier

liquid. However, this printing system cannot support for cellloaded bioinks due to the introduction of small molecular
ACG monomer.
Other approaches have focus on the development of
porous structure reinforced hydrogels through multiple technologies. In such strategy, the stiff phase provides a template
for ECM-like hydrogels and an initial mechanical support for
OC tissue regeneration; and the soft hydrogel is desired to
enhance ECM deposition and exhibit controllable mechanical properties. For example, the β-sheet self-assembling
peptide hydrogel (SAPH) FEFEFKFK (F, phenylalanine; E,
glutamic acid; K, lysine), an ideal cell culture system which
initiates gelation easily and induces differentiation without
stimulation, was successful coated onto the FDM porous
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PCL structure by dip-coating method (Fig. 10a). The hydrophilicity of the OC scaffold was improved by its internal
filled hydrogel, and the FEFEFKFK network around the
damaged cartilage provided a suitable environment for the
proliferation and differentiation of chondrocytes. After a
12-week in vivo implantation, the 3.0% SAPH-coated PCL
scaffold was proved to provide a framework for ECM deposition which ensured the stable regeneration of OC tissue
even with a tide mark observed [116]. Here, the hydrogel
viscosity is the main point to be mentioned because the high
viscosity hydrogels cannot be completely immersed in the
porous structure, and low viscosity ones are rapidly lost from
the structure surface. In addition, the problems caused by
manual seeding of cells onto scaffold, such as uneven cell
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Fig. 9  Superposition of multilayer structures. The schematic of combining extruding printing with photocuring for preparing the high-strength
OC scaffold. Reprinted from [115], Copyright 2019, Wiley

distribution, deficient cell–cell interaction and the obscure
growth orientation of cell spheroids, may result in the failure to induce the anisotropic collagen network within the
engineered OC tissue. Hence, recent researches push emerging concepts to accurately assemble cells (species, location,
density) within the scaffold along the anatomic structure of
nature tissue. A three step, multi-tool bioprinting approach
which avoided above problems was presented to fabricate
the OC scaffold (Fig. 10b). Firstly, the enhanced PCL framework including an extended microchamber system for the
cartilage layer, and a porous structure for the stiff subchondral layer, was printed by fused deposition modeling (FDM)
printing. Then, the MSC-loaded GelMA bioinks/the pluronic
bioinks were selectively printed in alternate holes of the PCL

framework. The GelMA occurred cross-linking under UV
light, while microchannel network formed in the pluronic
region which promoted the nutrient diffusion in the tissues
during the bioreactor culture process. Finally, the array of
cells (MSCs and chondrocytes) was rapidly deposited on the
extended microchamber system to form the cartilage layer
by inkjet printing technology [117].
The combination of casting processing and FDM printing shows its unique advantages in fabricating macroporous hydrogel OC scaffolds. The PEG/PEGDA hydrogel
was cast into the FDM printed high impact polystyrene
(HIPS) mold for further cross-linking under UV light;
then, a highly interconnected porous structure was left
after the ultrasonic treatment in D-limonene and ultrapure
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Fig. 10  Combination of porous structures and hydrogels. a The
schematic of combining FDM with dip-coating method for preparing the PCL/SAPH OC scaffolds. Reprinted from [116], Copyright

2019, Wiley; b multi-tool bioprinting for preparing the OC scaffold.
Reprinted from [117], Copyright 2019, Elsevier

water for dissolving the HIPS (Fig. 11) [74]. The versatility of FDM printing supported the precise pore density,
distribution and alignment within the hydrogel scaffold,
which was essential to improve the mechanical performance and cell behaviors of the OC scaffold. The biphasic
differentiation of the OC scaffold was realized due to the
incorporated nHA in the subchondral bone layer and the
chondrogenic growth factors in the cartilage layer [67].

However, based on this principle, it remains a challenge
to achieve continuous gradient distribution of bioactive
clues for regeneration a stable OC interface; additional, the
insufficient casting and mold release of the hydrogels with
high HA content, and limited solvents/sacrificial molds
are potential problems effecting the forming accuracy of
OC scaffolds.
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Fig. 11  Embedding of nanoparticles: the schematic of combining FDM with cast process
for preparing the macroporous hydrogel OC scaffolds.
Reprinted from [74], Copyright
2016, IOP

Future perspective
In the past few decades, significant progress has been made
in biomaterial/structure design and processing technologies,
which promotes the development of biomimetic OC scaffolds. As mentioned previously, more attention has been
paid to ideal OC scaffolds in clinical application which
should (1) possess compatible mechanical properties with
host tissue, maintain structural integrity and stability and
provide temporary physiological functions of subchondral
bone and cartilage in tissue regeneration, (2) support cell
metabolic activity and promote cell adhesion and proliferation and (3) induce cells to differentiate into target tissues,
and exhibit the special functions of anti angiogenesis and
anti-osteogenesis in cartilage layer. The following sections
will present some viewpoints on future development of OC
tissue engineering.

Integrated biomimetic OC scaffolds
It is a promising route to develop the integrated OC scaffold
with multilayers/a gradient structure since it can reestablish
cell-tissue interactions [118] and solve the problem of the
assembled OC scaffolds. Moreover, the biological bonding
of synthesizing ECM between chondral and osteoid tissue
has gradually been considered as a promising trend to form
a durable and interconnected OC interface [119]. Finally,
the precise profile of the scaffold is also a crucial factor
which ensures the successful implantation and effective fixation of the scaffold in the focus area. In general, the aim of
integrated design of biomimetic OC scaffolds is to provide
the high soft-hard interface strength, desired biomechanical
properties and self-repair capacity of artificial bone grafts.

We suppose that in designing biomimetic OC scaffolds,
computer-aided design is far from being developed to play
the best coupling effect of various design elements, which
may be a difficulty to be addressed.

Novel biomaterials and technologies for fabricating
biomimetic OC scaffolds
Differing from directly adding commercial ceramic particles
into the polymeric matrix, in situ self-assembled technology
breaks a new path for synthesizing bone nanocomposites
which assure a chemical stability of the scaffold during the
healing of OC tissue lesion; in addition, the low crystalline
HA existed in immature bone can also be spontaneously
formed through self-assembled fabrication [6]. From the
strengthening and toughening mechanism of nanocomposites, the hydrogels with self-assembled CaP nanoparticles
show the enhanced tensile strength and fracture energy
in comparison with the counterpart obtained by physical
blending method [120]. The functional nanocomposites can
be formed by altering the mineralization activator and the
external physical/chemical stimuli, and combined with AM
technologies which offers a useful reference to achieve the
personalized fabrication of OC scaffolds. Another meaningful point is that after the self-assembling of nanoparticles,
the growth factors pre-designed in bioinks may be released
in a controlled manner to stimulate the cell behaviors in a
long term. The hydrogel without the capacity to support
its own weight during extrusion bioprinting may lead to
failure to obtain macroporous scaffolds. In addition, endochondral ossification guided by channels/canals can improve
the osteogenic potential of subchondral layer, resulting in
robust bone and better integration of the implant. In this
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case, future studies may focus on sacrificial materials such
as gelatin, sucrose and pluronic, etc. which can be printed in
the pre-designed positions to act as temporary support materials, and form the macrocanals/mesoscale pores after washing away [121]. Despite the synchronous 3D bioprinting
capable of preparing the macroporous hydrogel constructs,
it is still difficult to directly develop complex architectures
considering the problems of solidifying sacrificial bioinks
and steadily extruding two kinds of bioinks simultaneously
[122].

Standardization system of multi‑material design
and hybrid biological manufacture
AM technologies have attracted widely attention in the
preparation of integrated OC scaffolds in that they can
truly realize the gradient and personalized manufacture
of scaffolds. Hybrid manufacture which overcomes the
limitations of single AM technology, through launching
the conversion function of multi-materials [107, 114]
obtains heterogeneous OC tissue, and through precisely
positioning cells in auxiliary process [117] achieves the
hierarchical distribution of cells and the organization of
mesenchymal condensations. In particular, it is a possible trend to develop multifunctional AM technologies for
various materials which can meet the needs of integrity
and individuation of OC scaffolds. For example, we suppose that the manufacturing system combined SLS with
3DP which is suitable for the forming of ceramics, synthetic polymers and their composites is worth developing
to prepare OC scaffolds (Fig. 12). The main advantage
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of this approach is that it can quickly match the technology according to the material properties, and fully explore
the potential of the two processes in printing composites.
However, some problems in the integrated manufacturing process also need to be further investigated: the stable
and controllable switching of bioinks; the rapid response
of process parameters to biomaterials; the coordination
between printability, shape fidelity and printing resolution; and the competing effects between cell/growth factor
activity and printing conditions. Taken together, a simple and versatile printing system which can be applied to
simultaneously produce the bone-like and cartilage-like
composites is highly anticipated in future research of OC
tissue engineering.
The cost-effectiveness also receives widespread attention
owing to the long period and high cost for the design, manufacture and cell culture of OC scaffolds. The combination
of theories on cell biology, biomaterials and bioengineering
mechanics, etc., and computational simulation methods not
only provides a favorable means for the design of OC scaffolds, but also explains the intrinsic relationship between
the inner structure, external stimulation and biology performance of scaffolds. The general classification standard and
a set of controllable design parameters can be obtained by
comparative analysis of computer simulations and experiments of a series of scaffolds. Then, the high-precision manufacture of optimal OC scaffolds can be realized by manipulating the design parameters to meet patients’ special needs
for scaffolds and using the advantages of AM technologies.
Thus, the integrated process of design and manufacture of
OC scaffolds in a system of standardization, automation and

Fig. 12  The multifunctional AM technology for preparing OC scaffolds. a the middle (calcified cartilage) layer and the bottom (subchondral
bone) layer prepared by 3DP and SLS; b the top (cartilage) layer prepared by SLS; c the integrated biomimetic OC scaffold
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modularization is another trend in OC tissue engineering
which pushes the clinical transformation of products.
OC tissue engineering has indeed entered an exciting time in which much work needs to be done to create
ideal OC scaffolds. Fortunately, it is expected to see more
positive results in the preparation of OC scaffolds with the
development of AM technologies integrated with various
knowledge.
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